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Course Overview
Programme Overview

Teaching Approach

This three day programme teaches the
commercial and technical skills you need
to complete mergers and acquisitions
transactions that add value to your
company.

The course is taught by tutors with
hands-on experience gained as part of
management teams making successful
acquisitions . This means that the course
is rich with case studies and real world
examples.

Designed specifically to meet the in-career
needs of managers and professionals
working inside multinational corporations
the course introduces participants to best
practice in each of the core areas of mergers
and acquisitions activity.
Guided by our expert tutors you move
from strategy and deal origination
through to valuation, due diligence, deal
structuring, contract negotiation. and
post-merger integration.

In line with the Institute’s focus on incareer training for established executives
each section of the course offers tools
and approaches that can be put
straight into action. Our emphasis is the
practical, not the theoretical.
Groups are kept deliberately small - a
maximun of ten - making sure there is
enough time to focus on the specific
issues facing each participant.
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Is it right for me?
Typical programme
participants are:

•

•

•
•

Executives and
professionals about to
become involved with
M&A.
From a range of roles
including general
management, business
development, marketing,
strategy, finance, HR and
legal.
From a wide range of
industry, commerce and
the professions.
International - more than
50% of our participants are
from outside the UK.

Benefits to you
This course broadens and
deepens your understanding of
M&A as a business process. It
equips you with the knowledge
and skills to confidently lead
or participate in an acquisition
transaction.
Emphasis is placed on realistic
target valuation, assessing risks
and developing protective
deal structures. You will also
be introduced to an effective
approach to delivering the
expected post-integration
benefits.

Benefits for your
company
Executives with the skills
and knowledge to deliver
acquisitions that add clear
and practical benefits are
highly valued by multinational
corporations.
Employers need senior
managers and professionals
who know how to develop
an opportunity, realistically
assess its value, progress the
transaction and deliver the
expected shareholder value
through effective post-merger
integration.

“The Core M&A Skills course was
a great mix of theory and practical
examples from the tutor’s many
years of deal experience. It was well
structured, taking us from target
selection through to post merger
integration with useful case studies
to work through. I found the due
diligence phase most interesting and
have taken away some very practical
tips to use in the future.”

Irfan Mahomed
Finance Director, Eminox
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Course Programme
Day 1
Module 1 - Linking M&A to Business Strategy
Strategic motives for M&A
Linking M&A and business development
Setting and using acquisition criteria

Module 2 - Originating Transactions
Resources, budgets and deal controls
Researching and evaluating targets
Sourcing deals and making approaches to targets
Understanding the different types of deal processes

Module 3a - Business Valuation & Business Cases
A framework for understanding how valuation really works
Valuation methods - DCF, multiples and asset methods
Realistic assessments of synergies and strategic value
Developing the business case
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Course Programme
Day 2
Module 3b - Valuation, Beyond the Numbers
Quality, scale and risk factors
Bridging value gaps with payment structures
Designing deal structures

Module 4 - Due Diligence
Organising for due diligence
Prioritising risks and focusing due diligence resources
Realistic evaluation of synergies
Commercial due diligence
Legal due diligence
Other due diligence streams - HR, operations, regulatory, IT
Planning for post-merger integration - scope, speed and risk management
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Course Programme
Day 3
Module 5 - Contract Negotiation
Understanding the sale and purchase agreement
Asset v share sales
Distribution and supply agreements
Transitional service agreements

Module 6 - Post-Merger Integration
Understanding PMI as a change management process
Why do some integrations fail?
PMI leadership and control - resources, organisation and reporting
Assessing and managing cultural risk
People selection exercises
Focusing on synergy delivery
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Accreditation
About the CPD Standards Office
The CPD Standards Office was established to raise Continuing Professional Development (CPD) standards by accrediting high-quality CPD provision. It is linked with
universities and educational organisations, and works closely with professional bodies, institutes, and employers.
The CPD Standards Office criteria and processes are overseen by an independent
advisory board of experts drawn from academics, CPD professionals and employers.
They implement the findings of the latest research into improving the standards
and effectiveness of CPD.

What does this mean for you?
As an accredited CPD provider The Merger Training Institute can provide certification
of CPD hours or points that are required on an annual basis by the members of many
professional bodies to maintain their professional status.
Accreditation by the CPD Standards Office provides a benchmark of quality that serves
both professionals and providers, and helps to raise overall standards. Its accreditation
now covers more than 500 training providers in 22 countries.

The CPD Standards Office
CPD PROVIDER: 21131
2018 - 2020
www.cpdstandards.com
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Venues

LONDON

The Institute of Directors
(IOD)
116 Pall Mall,
London
SW1Y 5ED
United Kingdom

DUBAI

Hyatt Regency (Corniche)
Deira
Dubai
United Arab Emirates

SINGAPORE

Grand Hyatt Singapore
10 Scott’s Road
Singapore 228211
Republic of Singapore

Dates
The Core M&A Skills training course runs in London six times per year. The course runs in
both Dubai and Singapore three times per year.
For the dates of courses at each venue please vist our website:

WWW.MERGERTRAININGINSTITUTE.COM

Costs
London: £2000 plus VAT (20%)
Dubai and Singapore: USD3000

NOTE: Participants from outside the European Union can reclaim VAT on
courses held in London.
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Bookings
Through our Website
The best way to book is through our website at:

WWW.MERGERTRAININGINSTITUTE.COM
Navigate to the “bookings” section through the tab in the header of the webpage and
choose the course, date and location you prefer. Alternatively click the “Book Now” button
on any of the main course pages.

By Email
Send an email stating the course, dates and location you would like to attend to:

bookings@mticourses.com
Enquiries
We are always happy to answer any questions you might have about course content or administrative arrangements. Send your questions to:

enquiries@mticourses.com
Or call us during UK office hours on:
+44 (0)1604 432964
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Terms and Conditions
Public courses and conferences
Payment of Course Fees
An invoice will be issued as soon as a booking confirmation is received and is payable a maximum
of 21 days before the start date of the course. MTI reserves the right to cancel the booking(s) if fees
are not paid on time. If the participant(s) fails to attend on the day(s) of the course without prior
notice the full fee remains payable.
If MTI have to cancel an event, our liability is limited to the return of the event fee. Participants are
strongly advised not to make travel or accommodation arrangements on a non-refundable basis.
If it is necessary for MTI to take action to recover an outstanding debt, you agree to indemnify us in
respect of all costs incurred in this respect. You also agree to accept the exclusive jurisdiction of the
English courts in any dispute arising from these terms and conditions.

Transfer of Bookings & Cancellation Policy
All cancellations and requests for transfers must be made in writing. There is no charge for cancellations notified 14 or more days prior to the event date. If a cancellation is made less than 14 days
before the event date then the full fee is due and no fees will be refunded. Participants are able to
transfer their booking to a later event date free of charge up to and including 14 days prior to the
event. Transfers of bookings made less than 14 days prior to the event will result in a transfer fee of
25% of the course fee + VAT if applicable. Attempts to transfer bookings on or after the day of the
event will be treated as a failure to attend and a transfer fee of 100% plus VAT will be payable. Substitute participants are permitted at no additional cost.

Copyright
The recording of the event or events by means of taping, video or any other form is not permitted
without the written consent of MTI. You agree to use the supplied event materials for purposes of
that event and you will not disseminate the supplied materials throughout your firm or place it on
external websites or on any intranet.
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